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CUSTOM
MADE BY YOU
Craft has developed functional sportswear for more than 30 years. Through all the years, we  

have worked actively with Professional athletes in order to understand the individual

requirements – from professional athletes, for athletes.

We now bring these experiences to your team or club. You will design your very own kit – in

your own colors and with your own logos. All our products have the same quality as the regular

collection – optimal moisture transportation, freedom of movement and perfect fit.

We are pleased to present this possibility for customized production of bicycle, 

and ski clothes to any level at any time.
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THE CUSTOM PROCESS

STEP BY STEP

Approval of the design

Craft will return official templates/sketches from the  factory 

to be approved by you.

Design process

Our graphic art team will help you  through the entire 

process to create a unique design for your team.3.

4.

We will follow-up with you to discuss

Ordering process – minimum order sizes, sending samples, 

providing quotes and price lists, artwork processes and 

delivery times.

Connect with us at Craft

Tell us the products you want more information for.
Reach us at https://shop.craftsports.us/craft-custom.html1.

2.

Entering Production

Upon receiving final sizes, deposits and approval of 

the artwork the order is sent to production.
5.

6.
Production and delivery

Lead times will differ depending on which products are  

produced. Note that the delivery times below are from the 

date the order is sent into production.

Bike: 8-10 weeks

XC: 10-12 weeks

John Dyste - Custom Apparel Manager
E: john.dyste@craftsports.us
P: 612-743-7477
www.craftsports.us

CONTACT INFORMATION

mailto:john.dyste@craftsports.us
http://www.craftsports.us/


Terms and Conditions

Samples
Craft offers quality samples at no cost for your review. Please keep in mind our samples are in 

high demand and therefore we ask that you return the samples within one week using the 

enclosed return shipping label.

Minimum quantities
Craft’s custom production requires the following quantities:

–10 pcs/new orders per article number (Note that men, women and junior have different part  

numbers) for example 10 men’s cycling jerseys and 10 men’s bib shorts

Re-order
Re-orders require a minimum of  5 pcs/item number. (A) re-order means the 

same design and the same products as your previous orders.  There is also no 

start-up cost.
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ELITE,  
PERFORMANCE,  
ACTIVE
For ALLLEVELS

ELITE – THE ABSOLUTE BEST

XC-PODIUM

These products are
for those who do notsettle  

for anything but the  

absolute best. The

world's bestclothing

for cross-country skiing.

Running-Elite

Addressed to the athletes  

who want

to have the absolute best.  

TheSwedish track and field  

country club train and  

compete in these products.

BIKE-EBC

This is cycling apparel that  

is designed for elite  

skaters. With high-quality  

materials and optimized  

features.

PERFORMANCE – PERFORM AT HIGH LEVEL

XC-EXC

Length products targeted at  

the high-performance  

customer. There are two  

types of

levels; ahottervariant

and one for those who want

to have a thinner and smoot

hergarments.

RUNNING –

Performance High  

functional products suitable  

for all types

of runners. From Active enth

usiasts to those who train ev

ery day.

BIKE-PBC

Our Performance collection  

aimed at the högprest-ing  

customers who require  

products.

ACTIVE – AN AFFORDABLE ENTRY LEVEL COLLECTION

XC-PXC

This concept works for all  

cross-country skiers, both  

Club and corporate  

customers.

BIKE-ABC

Our entry level collection  

that caters to those  

customers who want  

affordable collection with  

good function.
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CUSTOM BIKE

Whether you are a sunshine cyclist, elite driver or a cyclist for which the Sunday trip with the espresso fig is 

holy - Crafts bike collection is designed just for you. High-performance elastic material combined with 

advanced body mapping and ergonomic design provide optimal body temperature control, effective muscle 

support, good aerodynamics and a perfect racing fit. Inspired by performance.



1903431

EBC AERO  
JERSEY 2.0

1903568

EBC BIB  
SHORTS 2.0

Advanced bodymapping jersey, made of four

different cooling fabrics for optimal function,

freedom of movement and aerodynamics.

Mesh Superlight fabric in the armpits and back  

provides excellent ventilation

Soft elastic gripper band with silicone print at  

sleeve ending keeps the jersey in place

Advanced bib shorts with great fit and support.  

Developed together with World Tour riders.  

Light fabric with small channeled stich fabric  

for enhanced cooling.

Body-control fabric with 4-way stretch that  

reduces muscle vibration and focuses power.

Upper bib features cooling Mesh Superlight and  

elastic band for optimal moisture transport and  

great fit.



1901227

CYCLING  
CAP

1901872

EBC

ARM WARMERS

Classic Bike Cap in polyester fabric. Essential for  

the stylish rider! One size.

Arm warmers designed to keep your arm warm  

and comfortable during rides in cold or windy  

conditions. Made in thermal brushed fabric.



BIKE SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION

JERSEYS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1900564 EBC Classic Short Sleeve Jersey Men XS-XXXL High-quality jersey made of two differentelastic fabrics that providesexcel-
lent moisture transport.

1903431 EBC Aero Short Sleeve Jersey Men 2.0 XS-5XL Advanced bodymapping jersey, made of four different cooling
fabrics for optimal function, freedom of movement and aerodynamics.

1903455 EBC Aero Short Sleeve Jersey Wmn 2.0 XS-XXL Advanced bodymapping jersey, made of four different cooling
fabrics for optimal function, freedom of movement and aerodynamics.

1900565 EBC Superlight Short Sleeve Jersey Men XS-XXXL Very lightweight and elastic jersey for hot days and hard races.

1902140 EBC Superlight Short Sleeve Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Very lightweight and elastic jersey for hot days and hard races.

1902141 PBC SS Jersey Men XS - 5XL Elasticand comfortablebodymapped jersey that offers greatbody-tempera-
ture management in most conditions.

1902142 PBC SS Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Elasticand comfortablebodymapped jersey that offers greatbody-tempera-
ture management in most conditions.

1902143 ABC SS Jersey Men XS - 5XL Classic jersey made of soft and stretchy fabric for optimal fit and comfort.

1902144 ABC SS Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Classic jersey made of soft and stretchy fabric for optimal fit and comfort.

1903585 PBC Classic SS Jersey Men XS- 4XL Elasticand comfortable jersey thatoffersgreatbody-temperaturemanage-
ment in most conditions.

BIB SHORTS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1903568 EBC Bib Shorts Men 2.0 - LIGHT XS-XXXL Advanced bib shorts with great fit and support. Developed together with  
World Tour riders.

1903456 EBC Bib Shorts Wmn 2.0 - LIGHT XS-XXXL Advanced bib shorts with great fit and support. Developed together with  
World Tour riders.

1903569 PBC Bib Short Men 2.0 XS- 4XL Bib shorts made of highly elastic Lycra Sport Energy fabrics that provide  
freedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport. transportand focus  
power for optimal body comfort and control.

1903586 PBC Bib Short Wmn 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib shortsmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat provide  
freedom of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1903847 PBC Bib Knicker Wmn 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib knickersmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat  
provide freedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport.

1903880 PBC Bib Knicker Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib knickersmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat  
provide freedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport.

1902153 ABC Bib Short Men XS - XXL Bib shorts made of highly elastic Lycra Sports fabrics that  
providefreedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport.

1903881 ABC Bib Short Wmn XS-XXXL Bib shorts made of highly elastic Lycra Sports fabrics that  
providefreedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport.

1902315 EBC Thermal Bib Shorts Men XS-XXXL Bib shorts designed for training and racing in cold conditions with brushed  
thermal fabric.

1903936 PBC Loose Fit Shorts Men XS-XXXL LoosefitShorts with 5 pockets and very durable fabrics. Ergonomic cut with  
elastic inserts in the back and bottom for easypedaling.

SUITS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1902309 EBC Aero Suit Men XS-XXXL One-piecesuit designed to enhance range of support, freedomof move-
ment, aerodynamics and comfort.

1902310 EBC Aero Suit Wmn XS-XXXL One-piecesuit designed to enhance range of support, freedomof move-
ment, aerodynamics and comfort.

1903446 EBC TT Suit 2.0 Long Sleeve Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902162 PBC TT Suit SS Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902163 PBC TT Suit SS Wmn XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902164 PBC TT Suit LS Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902165 PBC TT Suit LS Wmn XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

VESTS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1901131 EBC Thermal Vest Men XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable thermal vest for colder conditions and warm-ups.

1901370 EBC Thermal Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable thermal vest for colder conditions and warm-ups.

1901136 EBC Wind Vest Men XS - 5XL Lightweight, elastic vest with a windproof front and mesh at the back for  
optimal mix of protection and ventilation.

1901371 EBC Wind Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight, elastic vest with a windproof front and mesh at the back for  
optimal mix of protection and ventilation.

1902166 PBC Wind Vest Men XS - 5XL Lightweight vest with a wind-protective front and mesh at the back for  
optimal ventilation.

1902167 PBC Wind Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight vest with a wind-protective front and mesh at the back for  
optimal ventilation.

1901868 EBC Winter Vest Men XS-XXXL Warm, wind- and water-resistant vest for comfortable rides in cold condi-
tions.

bestsellers



BIKE FALL/WINTER COLLECTION

LONG BIB TIGHTS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1902155 EBC Bib longpants with pad Men XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1902156 EBC Bib longpants without pad Men XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1903882 PBC Bib Long Tight with Pad Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1903883 PBC Bib Long Tight without Pad Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chilloff the legsduringcool rides.Twofabricoptions.

JACKETS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1901858 EBC Weather Jersey 3/4 sleeveless Men XS-XXXL Jersey designed for riding in wet and windy conditions.Offerswind and  
water protection, great thermoregulation and an aerodynamic fit.

194331 EBC Light Rain Jkt Men XS-5XL Ultra-lightweight jacket made of elastic, wind- and waterproof fabric that  
offers great moisture transport.

1902177 EBC Light Rain Jkt Wmn XS-XXXL Ultra-lightweight jacket made of elastic, wind- and waterproof fabric that  
offers great moisture transport.

1902178 PBC Wind Jacket Men XS-XXXL Lightweight and wind-protective jacket.

1902179 PBC Wind Jacket Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight and wind-protective jacket.

1901867 EBC Winter jacket Men XS-5XL Warm, wind- and water-resistant jacket for comfortable rides in cold conditions.

1902180 EBC Winter jacket Wmn XS-XXXL Warm, wind- and water-resistant jacket for comfortable rides in cold conditions.

ACCESSORIES SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1901870 BC Leg warmers without zipper - Thermal XS-XXL Leg warmers designed to keep your legs warm and comfortable during rides  
in cold or windy conditions. Made in thermal brushed fabric.

1901871 BC Knee warmers - Thermal XS-XXL Knee warmers designed to keep your knees warm and comfortableduring  
rides in cold or windy conditions. Made in thermal brushed fabric.

1901872 BC Arm warmers - Thermal XS-XXL Arm warmers designed to keep your arms warm and comfortable during  
rides in cold or windy conditions. Made inthermal brushed fabric.

1901873 BC ThermoCool Hat One size Thin hat designed to keep your head warm and comfortable during rides in  
fair to cold conditions.

1901874 BC Thermol Headband One size Thin headband designed to keep your ears and head warm and comfortable  
during rides in fair to cold conditions.

1901875 BC Tube One size Multi-functional headwear.

1901133 BC Lycra Shoe Cover S/M-L/L-
2XL/3XL

Aerodynamic shoe cover for fast rides.

1903373 BC Aero Bootie S/M-
L/XL-
2XL/3X
L

Lightweight aerodynamic and protective shoe cover for fast rides.

1902176 CB Winter Glove XS-XXL Wind- and water-protective glove for cold, wet and windy rides.

17

bestsellers
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PADS

INFINITY C1 offers the functionality and comfort re-

quired for elite performances. Featuring infinite steps  

between the thickest seat area and the softer wings  

area, the pad’s exploded foam follows the anatomy  

of the moving body, creating optimal comfort.

WOMEN MEN

DENSITY:

80/100/120 kg (depending on size)

THICKNESS:

SEAT AND FRONT: 14 mm  

CENTRAL: 8 mm

OUTER: 4 mm

C1
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INFINITY C2 is a 3-layer, seamless, anatomically  

molded, antimicrobial and gender-specific pad made  

of Oeko-Tex® fabrics and foams of the highest quality.

WOMEN MEN

C3
INFINITY C3 is a seamless, laser cut, anti-

microbial and gender-specific pad made of  

Oeko-tex®-certified fabrics and foams of the  

highest quality. The pad provides the right  

support for all body movements thanks to its  

well-designed sitting area and 4-way

stretch fabrics.

DENSITY:
80 KG

THICKNESS:
SEAT AND FRONT: 12 mm  

SIDE: 3 mm

WOMEN MEN

TRIATLON PADWOMEN TRIATLON PAD MEN

TRI PAD
This Triathlon Pad is only 3mm thick and provides  

optimal movement. This gives a high comfort level  

andgreat fit,evenduring longerworkouts/competitions.  

The pad is seamless and follows the movement of the  

body, which reduce irritation of the skin. The pad is  

also antibacterial and resistant against seawater.

DENSITY:

60 KG + 80 kg

THICKNESS:

SEAT AND FRONT: 12 mm (4 + 8 mm)

CENTRAL: 8-10 mm

SIDE/FRONT: 3 mm

C2
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CUSTOM XC

How can we benefit from 38 won medals in the OS in Sochi? Of course, by constantly working closely with our 

amazing cross-country skiers, a collaboration that has resulted in the world's best cross-country skiing gear.

We deliver everything that is necessary to boost your skiing experience. Inspired by performance.
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READY TO  RACE

1904900

PXC CUSTOM  
RACE JERSEY 2.0

Tight-fitting race jersey with great function de-

signed for discerning cross-country skiers. Made  

of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that  

provides efficient moisture transport and great  

freedom of movement. In addition, the cuffs are  

laser-cut on the inside to reduce thickness in the  

glove/pole strap area. Features front zipper with  

inner placket for optimal comfort. The perfect  

choice for ski clubs and corporations; combine  

with Race Tights 2.0 for a great outfit.

1904902

PXC CUSTROM  
RACE TIGHTS 2.0

Tight-fitting race tights with great function de-

signed for discerning cross-country skiers. Made  

of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that  

provides efficient moisture transport and great  

freedom of movement. In addition, ergonomic  

shape and draw cord at waist ensure optimalfit.

The perfect choice for ski clubs and corporations;  

combine with Race Jersey 2.0 for a great outfit.





1906330 M | 1906331 W

PXC CUSTOM  
JACKET 3.0

1906332 M | 1906333 W

PXC CUSTOM  
PANTS 3.0

Multifunctional training jacket that works excellent for  

cross-country skiing, running and other types of outdoor  

training. The jacket’s stretchy 3-layer fabric (200 g/m2)  

with brushed inside provides great protection against  

cold, rain and wind as well as efficient body-temperature  

management. Two strategically placed stretch panels at  

the back and in the armpits ensure optimal freedom of  

movement and extra ventilation. In addition, the jacket  

comes with adjustable bottom hem, reflective details

for enhanced visibility in low-light conditions, and two  

zippered hand pockets. All parts except the ventilation  

panels in the armpits can be sublimated.

Multifunctional training pants that work excellent for  

cross-country skiing, running and other types of outdoor  

training. The pants’ stretchy 3-layer fabric (200 g/m2)  

with brushed inside provides great protection against  

cold, rain and wind as well as efficient body-temperature  

management. Brushed tricot at the back offers great  

stretch, warmth and ventilation while an opening at

the knee provides freedom of movement and extra  

ventilation. In addition, the pants feature mesh lining  

from the waist to the knees, ¾-zipper at sides for easy  

on and off, drawstring at waist, and side pocket. Tight,  

elastic fit.

1906346

XC CUSTOM  
PRINTED HAT

1906347

XC CUSTOM  
PRINTED HEADBAND

Multifunctional hat that works excellent for cross-country  

skiing, running and other types of outdoor activities.

Mesh lining providesextra warmthand efficientmoisture  

transport. Seamless front for optimal logo placement.

Multifunctional headband that works excellent for cross-

country skiing, running and other types of outdoor  

activities.Mesh liningprovides extra warmthand efficient  

moisture transport. Seamless front for optimal logo  

placement.



XC COLLECTION
bestsellers

XC CUSTOM PRODUCTS SIZE: DESCRIPTION:

1904892 EXC Custom Light jacket 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweightcross-country jacket designed for skierswho demand excellent  
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and slimmer fit during high-
intensity skiing.

1904893 EXC Custom Light jacket 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweightcross-country jacket designed for skierswho demand excellent  
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and slimmer fit during high-
intensity skiing.

1906330 PXC Custom Jacket 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional training jacket thatworks excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906331 PXC Custom Jacket 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional training jacket thatworks excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1904894 EXC Custom Light Pants 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country pants designed for skiers who demand excellent
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and great aerodynamics during
high-intensity skiing.

1904895 EXC Custom Light Pants 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country pants designed for skiers who demand excellent
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and great aerodynamics during
high-intensity skiing.

1906332 PXC Custom Pants 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingpants that work excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906333 PXC Custom Pants 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingpants that work excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906334 PXC Custom Vest 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingvest that works excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906335 PXC Custom Vest 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingvest that works excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1904696 XC Custom Podium Race Suit Men XS-XXXL High-end race suit used by the world’s best cross-country skiers. Made of  
super-elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulation properties.

1904698 XC Custom Podium Race Jersey Men XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-country skiers who seek the latest innova-
tions, this lightweight and technically advanced race jersey is made of super-
elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulationproperties.

1904699 XC Custom Podium Race Tights Men XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-countryskierswho seek the latestinnova-
tions, these lightweightand technicallyadvanced race tightsare made of  
super-elasticand thin jersey fabricwith excellentthermoregulationproper-
ties.

1904900 PXC Custom Race Jersey 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Tight-fittingrace jersey with great functiondesigned for discerningcross-
countryskiers.Made of elastic fabric(80% polyester/20%elastane) that  
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904901 PXC Custom Race Jersey 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Tight-fittingrace jersey with great functiondesigned for discerningcross-
countryskiers.Made of elastic fabric(80% polyester/20%elastane) that  
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904902 PXC Custom Race Tights 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Tight-fitting race tights with great function designed for discerning cross-
country skiers. Made of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904903 PXC Custom Race Tights 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Tight-fitting race tights with great function designed for discerning cross-
country skiers. Made of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904702 XC Custom Mesh Hat S/M & L/XL Thin and superlight race hat made of Mesh Superlight fabric that offers  
superiormoisture transportand ventilation."Thebest race hat ever made!”,  
according to the Swedish national XC team. Tight, elastic fit.

1904703 XC Custom Mesh Headband S/M & L/XL Thin and superlight race headband made of Mesh Superlight fabric that  
offers superiormoisture transportand ventilation."Thebest raceheadband  
ever made!”,according to the Swedish national XC team. Tight, elastic fit.

1906343 XC Custom Laser Hat S/M & L/XL Thin, lightweightand tight-fittinghat designed for high-intensity trainingand  
racing. Stretchy fabric and laser-cut edging provide a really close fit while  
perforated holes at the side offer extra ventilation.

1906345 XC custom Laser Headband S/M & L/XL Thin, lightweight and tight-fitting headband designed for high-intensity train-
ing and racing. Stretchy fabric and laser-cut edging provide a really close fit
while perforated holes at the side offer extraventilation.

1906346 XC Custom printed Hat S/M & L/XL Multifunctional hat that works excellent for cross-country skiing, running  
and other types of outdoor activities.Mesh lining providesextra warmth and  
efficient moisture transport.

1906347 XC Custom printed Headband S/M & L/XL Multifunctional headband that works excellent for cross-country skiing, run-
ning and other types of outdoor activities. Mesh lining provides extra warmth
and efficient moisture transport.
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SIZING &  
MEASUREMENTS

MEN

SIZE XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

CHEST 87 93 99 105 111 119 127 135

WAIST 75 81 87 93 99 107 115 123

SEAT 89 95 101 107 113 121 129 137

SHOULDER & SLEEVE 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92

INSIDE OF LEG 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96

LENGHT 172 176 180 184 188 192 196 200

WOMEN

SIZE XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

CHEST 82 88 94 100 108 114 122 130

WAIST 66 72 78 84 90 98 104 112

SEAT 90 96 102 108 114 122 130 138

SHOULDER & SLEEVE 71 72,5 74 75,5 77 78,5 80 81,5

INSIDE OF LEG 79 80,5 82 83,5 85 86,5 88 90

LENGHT 164 167 170 173 176 179 182 185

GLOVES

SIZE XXS XS S M L XL XXL

AROUND PALM 6 INCH 7 INCH 8 INCH 9 INCH 10 INCH 11 INCH 12 INCH

HATS

SIZE S/M L/XL

AROUND HEAD 54/56 58/60

SOCKS

SIZE 34-36 37-39 40-42 43-45 46-48



WASHING INSTRUCTIONS

For that your functional garment will keep for a long time is it important that you wash them on the  

right way. Always Follow the washing instructions and wash temperatures as indicated on the  

products. Please note! Do NOT Use fabric softener when you wash the functionalgarment.

Fabric softener sheets of fibers and destroy thereby moisture transport into the garment.

L1 & L2

• Do not Use fabricsoftener

• Closeallzips

• Wash the garments out and in

• Take from the clothes from the

washing machine directly after

finishing washing

• Hang dry clothes

• Do not use fabric softener

• Closeall zippers,

Velcro closures,buttons

&buckles

• Wash the garments out and in

• Take from the clothes from the

washing machine directly after

finishing washing

• Dried in a drying Cabinet

DOWN GARMENTS

• Wash the garments out and in

• Tumble drywith tennis balls

until the garment is

completely dry

ACCESSORIES

• Followthe instructions

that come with the

product

A

B

D

F E

A C

B

D

F E

G

A.CHEST
Wrapa tape measure evenlyaround the

fullest part around the chest under your  

arms.

B. WAIST
Wrap a measure tape around your

natural waistline.

C.SHOULDERAND  

SLEEVE LENGTH
Measure from the lowest part of the neck,

over the tip of the shoulder and down the

outside of the arm, past the elbow and to

the wrist. Keep the arm slightlybent.

C1. SLEEVE LENGTH
Measure from the tip of the shoulder and

down the outside of the arm, past the

elbow and to the wrist. Keep the arm

slightly bent.

D. SEAT
Standingwith your feet together, measure

around the fullest part of your hips.

E. INSIDE OFLEG
Standingwith your feet together, measure

from the crotch all the way down to the

floor. Don’t forget to stand as straight as

possible. You may have to ask a friend to

help you.

F. LENGTH
The total length of your body.

G. UNDER THEBUST
Wrap the tape around your body,

approximately one cm under the bust.



PRODUCT LIST
2020
BIKEPRODUCTS SIZE DESCRIPTION

1900564 EBC Classic Short Sleeve Jersey Men XS-XXXL High-quality jersey made of two differentelastic fabrics that provides  
excellent moisture transport.

1903431 EBC Aero Short Sleeve Jersey Men 2.0 XS-5XL Advanced bodymapping jersey, made of four differentcooling fabrics for  
optimal function, freedom of movement and aerodynamics.

1903455 EBC Aero Short Sleeve Jersey Wmn 2.0 XS-XXL Advanced bodymapping jersey, made of four differentcooling fabrics for  
optimal function, freedom of movement and aerodynamics.

1900565 EBC Superlight Short Sleeve Jersey Men XS-XXXL Very lightweight and elastic jersey for hot days and hard races.

1902140 EBC Superlight Short Sleeve Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Very lightweight and elastic jersey for hot days and hard races.

1902141 PBC SS Jersey Men XS - 5XL Elasticand comfortablebodymapped jersey that offers greatbody-
temperature management in most conditions.

1902142 PBC SS Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Elasticand comfortablebodymapped jersey that offers greatbody-
temperature management in most conditions.

1902143 ABC SS Jersey Men XS - 5XL Classic jersey made of soft and stretchy fabric for optimal fit and comfort.

1902144 ABC SS Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Classic jersey made of soft and stretchy fabric for optimal fit and comfort.

1903585 PBC Classic SS Jersey Men XS- 4XL Elasticandcomfortable jerseythatoffersgreatbody-temperature  
management in most conditions.

1901130 EBC Thermal LS Jersey Men XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable long-sleeved thermal jersey.

1901369 EBC Thermal LS Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable long-sleeved thermal jersey.

1902145 PBC LS Jersey Men - Thermal XS - 5XL Elastic and comfortable long-sleeved thermal jersey.

1902146 PBC LS Jersey Wmn - Thermal XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable long-sleeved thermal jersey.

1902147 ABC SS Loosefit Jersey Men XS-XXXL Soft and comfortable short-sleeved jersey with a loose fit.

1903568 EBC Bib Shorts Men 2.0 - LIGHT XS-XXXL Advanced bib shorts with great fit and support. Developed together with  
World Tour riders.

1903456 EBC Bib Shorts Wmn 2.0 - LIGHT XS-XXXL Advanced bib shorts with great fit and support. Developed together with  
World Tour riders.

1903569 PBC Bib Short Men 2.0 XS- 4XL Bib shorts made of highly elastic Lycra Sport Energy fabrics that provide  
freedomof movement and excellentmoisture transport. transportand focus  
power for optimal body comfort and control.

1903586 PBC Bib Short Wmn 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib shortsmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat provide  
freedom of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1903847 PBC Bib Knicker Wmn 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib knickersmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat provide  
freedom of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1903880 PBC Bib Knicker Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Bib knickersmade of highlyelasticLycra Sport Energy fabricsthat provide  
freedom of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1902153 ABC Bib Short Men XS - XXL Bib shortsmade of highly elasticLycra Sports fabrics that provide freedom  
of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1903881 ABC Bib Short Wmn XS-XXXL Bib shortsmade of highly elasticLycra Sports fabrics that provide freedom  
of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1902315 EBC Thermal Bib Shorts Men XS-XXXL Bib shorts designed for training and racing in cold conditions with brushed  
thermal fabric.

1903936 PBC Loose Fit Shorts Men XS-XXXL LoosefitShorts with 5 pockets and very durable fabrics. Ergonomic cut with  
elastic inserts in the back and bottom for easypedaling.

1902154 ABC Loose Fit Shorts Men XS-XXXL Durable and elastic shorts with good moisture transport and loose fit.

1902155 EBC Bib longpants with pad Men XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1902156 EBC Bib longpants without pad Men XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1903882 PBC Bib Long Tight with Pad Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides.

1903883 PBC Bib Long Tight without Pad Men 2.0 XS-XXXL Long bibs that take the chill off the legs during cool rides. Two fabric options.

1902159 EBC Cyclocross Speed Suit LS Men XS-XXXL One-piecesuit designed to enhance range of motion dynamics unique to  
this demanding discipline.

1902309 EBC Aero Suit Men XS-XXXL One-piecesuit designed to enhance range of support, freedomof  
movement, aerodynamics and comfort.

1902310 EBC Aero Suit Wmn XS-XXXL One-piecesuit designed to enhance range of support, freedomof  
movement, aerodynamics and comfort.

1903446 EBC TT Suit 2.0 Long Sleeve Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902162 PBC TT Suit SS Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902163 PBC TT Suit SS Wmn XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.



1902164 PBC TT Suit LS Men XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1902165 PBC TT Suit LS Wmn XS-XXXL High-speed suit with ergonomic shape for a perfect TT-riding-position fit.

1901858 EBC Weather Jersey 3/4 sleeveless Men XS-XXXL Jersey designed for riding in wet and windy conditions.Offerswind and  
water protection, great thermoregulation and an aerodynamic fit.

194331 EBC Light Rain Jkt Men XS-5XL Ultra-lightweight jacket made of elastic, wind- and waterproof fabric that  
offers great moisture transport.

1902177 EBC Light Rain Jkt Wmn XS-XXXL Ultra-lightweight jacket made of elastic, wind- and waterproof fabric that  
offers great moisture transport.

1902178 PBC Wind Jacket Men XS-XXXL Lightweight and wind-protective jacket.

1902179 PBC Wind Jacket Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight and wind-protective jacket.

1901867 EBC Winter jacket Men XS-5XL Warm, wind- and water-resistant jacket for comfortable rides in cold  
conditions.

1902180 EBC Winter jacket Wmn XS-XXXL Warm, wind- and water-resistant jacket for comfortable rides in cold  
conditions.

1901131 EBC Thermal Vest Men XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable thermal vest for colder conditions and warm-ups.

1901370 EBC Thermal Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Elastic and comfortable thermal vest for colder conditions and warm-ups.

1901136 EBC Wind Vest Men XS - 5XL Lightweight, elastic vest with a windproof front and mesh at the back for  
optimal mix of protection and ventilation.

1901371 EBC Wind Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight, elastic vest with a windproof front and mesh at the back for  
optimal mix of protection and ventilation.

1902166 PBC Wind Vest Men XS - 5XL Lightweight vest with a wind-protective front and mesh at the back for  
optimal ventilation.

1902167 PBC Wind Vest Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight vest with a wind-protective front and mesh at the back for  
optimal ventilation.

1901868 EBC Winter Vest Men XS-XXXL Warm, wind- and water-resistant vest for comfortable rides in cold  
conditions.

1902168 PBC SS Jersey JR 100/116-
152/164

Classic jersey made of soft and stretchy fabric for optimal comfort.

1902169 PBC LS Thermal Jersey JR 100/116-
152/164

Elastic and comfortable long-sleeved jersey for colder days and warm-ups.

1902170 PCB Wind Jacket JR 100/116-
152/164

Lightweight and wind-protective jacket.

1902171 PBC Bib Short JR 100/116-
152/164

Bib shortsmade of highly elastic,Lycra Sports fabrics that provide freedom  
of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1902172 PBC Short JR 100/116-
152/164

Bib shortsmade of highly elastic,Lycra Sports fabrics that provide freedom  
of movement and excellent moisture transport.

1901870 BC Leg warmers without zipper - Thermal XS-XXL Leg warmers designed to keep your legs warm and comfortable during rides  
in cold or windy conditions. Made in thermal brushed fabric.

1901871 BC Knee warmers - Thermal XS-XXL Knee warmers designed to keep your knees warm and comfortableduring  
rides in cold or windy conditions. Made in thermal brushed fabric.

1901872 BC Arm warmers - Thermal XS-XXL Arm warmers designed to keep your arms warm and comfortable during  
rides in cold or windy conditions. Made inthermal brushed fabric.

1901873 BC ThermoCool Hat One size Thin hat designed to keep your head warm and comfortable during rides in  
fair to cold conditions.

1901874 BC Thermol Headband One size Thin headband designed to keep your ears and head warm and comfortable  
during rides in fair to cold conditions.

1901875 BC Tube One size Multi-functional headwear.

1901133 BC Lycra Shoe Cover S/M - L/XL
- 2XL/3XL

Aerodynamic shoe cover for fast rides.

1903373 BC Aero Bootie S/M - L/XL
- 2XL/3XL

Lightweight aerodynamic and protective shoe cover for fast rides.

1902176 CB Winter Glove XS-XXL Wind- and water-protective glove for cold, wet and windy rides.

1901429 BC Spring Bootie S/M - L/XL
- 2XL/3XL

Aerodynamic shoe cover with good protection for chilly rides.

1902175 EBC TT Glove XS-XXL Aerodynamic glove designed for fast rides.

1902174 EBC Summer Glove XS-XXL Aerodynamic and comfortable summer glove.

1903372 EBC Aero Glove XS-XXL Aerodynamic and comfortable summer glove.



XCPRODUCTS SIZE DESCRIPTION

1904892 EXC Custom Light jacket 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweightcross-country jacket designed for skierswho demand excellent  
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and slimmer fit during high-
intensity skiing.

1904893 EXC Custom Light jacket 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweightcross-country jacket designed for skierswho demand excellent  
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and slimmer fit during high-
intensity skiing.

1904896 EXC Custom Jacket 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Cross-country jacket designed for skiers who demand excellent breathabil-
ity, optimal freedom of movement and great comfort during high-intensity
skiing.

1904897 EXC Custom Jacket 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Cross-country jacket designed for skiers who demand excellent breathabil-
ity, optimal freedom of movement and great comfort during high-intensity
skiing.

1906336 PXC Custom Light Jacket 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweight and functional training jacket that works excellent for cross-
countryskiing,running and other types of high-intensityoutdoor training.

1906337 PXC Custom Light Jacket 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight and functional training jacket that works excellent for cross-
countryskiing,running and other types of high-intensityoutdoor training.

1906330 PXC Custom Jacket 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional training jacket thatworks excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906331 PXC Custom Jacket 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional training jacket thatworks excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906835 PXC Custom Warm Jacket 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Warmand functional training jacket that works excellent for cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906836 PXC Custom Warm Jacket 3.0Wmn XS-XXXL Warmand functional training jacket that works excellent for cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1904894 EXC Custom Light Pants 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country pants designed for skiers who demand excellent
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and great aerodynamics during
high-intensity skiing.

1904895 EXC Custom Light Pants 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country pants designed for skiers who demand excellent
breathability, optimal freedom of movement and great aerodynamics during
high-intensity skiing.

1904898 EXC Custom Pants 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Cross-countrypantsdesigned for skierswho demand excellentbreathability,  
optimal freedomof movement and great comfort duringhigh-intensity skiing.

1904899 EXC Custom Pants 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Cross-countrypantsdesigned for skierswho demand excellentbreathability,  
optimal freedomof movement and great comfort duringhigh-intensity skiing.

1906338 PXC Custom Light Pants 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweight and functional training pants that work excellent for cross-
countryskiing,running and other types of high-intensityoutdoor training.

1906339 PXC Custom Light Pants 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight and functional training pants that work excellent for cross-
countryskiing,running and other types of high-intensityoutdoor training.

1906332 PXC Custom Pants 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingpants that work excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906333 PXC Custom Pants 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingpants that work excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906837 PXC Custom Warm Pants 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Warmand functional trainingpants that work excellentfor cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906838 PXC Custom Warm Pants 3.0Wmn XS-XXXL Warmand functional trainingpants that work excellentfor cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1904930 EXC Custom Light Vest 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country vest designed for skiers who demand excellent  
breathability,optimal freedomof movement and greataerodynamicsduring  
high-intensity skiing.

1904931 EXC Custom Light Vest 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight cross-country vest designed for skiers who demand excellent  
breathability,optimal freedomof movement and greataerodynamicsduring  
high-intensity skiing.

1904932 EXC Custom Vest 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Cross-country vest designed for skiers who demand excellent breathability,  
optimal freedomof movement and great comfort duringhigh-intensity skiing.

1904933 EXC Custom Vest 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Cross-country vest designed for skiers who demand excellent breathability,  
optimal freedomof movement and great comfort duringhigh-intensity skiing.

1906334 PXC Custom Vest 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingvest that works excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906335 PXC Custom Vest 3.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Multifunctional trainingvest that works excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906839 PXC Custom Warm Vest 3.0 Men XS-XXXL Warmand functional trainingvest that works excellentfor cross-countryski-
ing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906840 PXC Custom Warm Vest 3.0Wmn XS-XXXL Warmand functional trainingvest that works excellentfor cross-countryski-
ing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1904696 XC Custom Podium Race Suit Men XS-XXXL High-end race suit used by the world’s best cross-country skiers. Made of  
super-elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulation properties.

1904698 XC Custom Podium Race Jersey Men XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-country skiers who seek the latest innova-
tions, this lightweight and technically advanced race jersey is made of super-
elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulationproperties.

1904699 XC Custom Podium Race Tights Men XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-country skiers who seek the latest innova-
tions, these lightweight and technically advanced race tights are made of  
super-elastic and thin jersey fabric with excellent thermoregulation properties.

1904697 XC Custom Podium Race Suit Wmn XS-XXXL High-end race suit used by the world’s best cross-country skiers. Made of  
super-elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulation properties, the  
suit offers a tight, aerodynamic fit and superior body-temperature management.

1904700 XC Custom Podium Race Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-country skiers who seek the latest innova-
tions, this lightweight and technically advanced race jersey is made of super-
elastic and thin fabric with excellent thermoregulationproperties.

1904701 XC Custom Podium Race Tights Wmn XS-XXXL Designed for competitive cross-country skiers who seek the latest innova-
tions, these lightweight and technically advanced race tights are made of  
super-elastic and thin jersey fabric with excellent thermoregulation properties.

1903751 EXC Custom Race Jersey Men XS-XXXL Lightweight race jersey developed for seriouscross-countryskierswho work  
out hard to push their limits. The jersey is made of elastic, highly functional  
fabrics with excellent moisture transport and great pull-back effect.



1903752 EXC Custom Race tights Men XS-XXXL Lightweight and tight-fitting race tights developed for serious cross-country  
skiers who work out hard to push their limits. The tights are made of elastic,  
highlyfunctional fabricswith excellentmoisture transportand greatpull-back  
effect

1903753 EXC Custom Race Suit Men XS-XXXL Lightweight race suit developed for serious cross-country skiers who prefer  
a tighter fit and optimal aerodynamics. The suit is made of elastic, highly  
functional fabricswith excellentmoisture transportand greatpull-backeffect

1903762 EXC Custom Race Jersey Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight race jersey developed for seriouscross-countryskierswho work  
out hard to push their limits. The jersey is made of elastic, highly functional  
fabrics with excellent moisture transport and great pull-back effect.

1903763 EXC Custom Race tights Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight and tight-fitting race tights developed for serious cross-country  
skiers who work out hard to push their limits. The tights are made of elastic,  
highlyfunctional fabricswith excellentmoisture transportand greatpull-back  
effect.

1903764 EXC Custom Race suit Wmn XS-XXXL Lightweight race suit developedfor seriouscross-countryskierswho prefer  
a tighter fit and optimal aerodynamics. The suit is made of elastic, highly  
functional fabrics with excellent moisture transport and great pull-back  
effect.

1904900 PXC Custom Race Jersey 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Tight-fittingrace jersey with great functiondesigned for discerningcross-
countryskiers.Made of elastic fabric(80% polyester/20%elastane) that  
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904901 PXC Custom Race Jersey 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Tight-fittingrace jersey with great functiondesigned for discerningcross-
countryskiers.Made of elastic fabric(80% polyester/20%elastane) that  
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904902 PXC Custom Race Tights 2.0 Men XS-XXXL Tight-fitting race tights with great function designed for discerning cross-
country skiers. Made of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904903 PXC Custom Race Tights 2.0 Wmn XS-XXXL Tight-fitting race tights with great function designed for discerning cross-
country skiers. Made of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904904 PXC Custom Race Jersey 2.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Tight-fitting race tights with great function designed for discerning cross-
country skiers. Made of elastic fabric (80% polyester/20% elastane) that
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904905 PXC Custom Race Tights 2.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Tight-fittingrace jersey with great functiondesigned for discerningcross-
countryskiers.Made of elastic fabric(80% polyester/20%elastane) that  
providesefficientmoisture transport and great freedomof movement.

1904688 PXC Custom Biathlon Jersey Men XS-XXXL Tight-fitting biathlon jersey with great function designed for passionate  
biathletes.Made of elastic fabric (80%polyester/20%elastane) thatprovides  
efficient moisture transport and great freedom of movement.

1904689 PXC Custom Biathlon JerseyWmn XS-XXXL Tight-fitting biathlon jersey with great function designed for passionate  
biathletes.Made of elastic fabric (80%polyester/20%elastane) thatprovides  
efficient moisture transport and great freedom of movement.

1905023 XC Custom Club hat S/M & L/XL Warmand soft hat with brushed inside designed for workouts in cold  
conditions.Made of 100% polyesterwith excellentmoisture transport.  
Regular/Tight fit.

1904702 XC Custom Mesh Hat S/M & L/XL Thin and superlight race hat made of Mesh Superlight fabric that offers  
superiormoisture transportand ventilation."Thebest race hat ever made!”,  
according to the Swedish national XC team. Tight, elastic fit.

1904703 XC Custom Mesh Headband S/M & L/XL Thin and superlight race headband made of Mesh Superlight fabric that  
offers superiormoisture transportand ventilation."Thebest raceheadband  
ever made!”,according to the Swedish national XC team. Tight, elastic fit.

1903976 XC Custom thermal hat S/M & L/XL Warm and soft hat with brushed inside for workouts in cold conditions.  
Made of 100% polyester with excellent moisture transport. Regular fit.

1903977 XC Custom thermal headband S/M & L/XL Warm and soft headband with brushed inside designed for workouts in  
cold conditions.Made of 100% polyesterwith excellentmoisture transport.  
Regular fit.

1906343 XC Custom Laser Hat S/M & L/XL Thin, lightweightand tight-fittinghat designed for high-intensity trainingand  
racing. Stretchy fabric and laser-cut edging provide a really close fit while  
perforated holes at the side offer extra ventilation.

1906345 XC custom Laser Headband S/M & L/XL Thin, lightweight and tight-fitting headband designed for high-intensity train-
ing and racing. Stretchy fabric and laser-cut edging provide a really close fit
while perforated holes at the side offer extraventilation.

1906346 XC Custom printed Hat S/M & L/XL Multifunctional hat that works excellent for cross-country skiing, running  
and other types of outdoor activities.Mesh lining providesextra warmth and  
efficient moisture transport.

1906347 XC Custom printed Headband S/M & L/XL Multifunctional headband that works excellent for cross-country skiing, run-
ning and other types of outdoor activities. Mesh lining provides extra warmth
and efficient moisture transport.

1905024 XC Custom Neck tube S/M & L/XL Soft and functional neck tube that easilyconverts into a hat or headband.  
Excellent multi-sport accessory that keeps your neck or head warm.

1906841 PXC Custom Warm Jacket 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Warmand functional training jacket that works excellent for cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906842 PXC Custom Warm Pants 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Warmand functional trainingpants that work excellentfor cross-country  
skiing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906843 PXC Custom Warm Vest 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Warmand functional trainingvest that works excellentfor cross-countryski-
ing, running and other types of outdoor training in cold conditions.

1906340 PXC Custom Jacket 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Multifunctional training jacket thatworks excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906341 PXC Custom Pants 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Multifunctional trainingpants that work excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.

1906993 PXC Custom Vest 3.0 JR 110/116-
158/164

Multifunctional trainingvest that works excellent for cross-countryskiing,  
running and other types of outdoor training.












